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Zo Kravitz has  used personal inspiration for her YSL lips ticks . Image credit: YSL Beauty

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

France's YSL Beauty is working with actress Zo Kravitz to launch limited-edition shades of its  Rouge Pur Couture
lipstick with a personal inspiration.

Ms. Kravitz named her six chosen shades after loved ones, including her grandmother and her dog. The actress has
been a face and ambassador for YSL Beauty since 2016, but this marks an extension of her relationship with the
brand into product development.

"I've been working with YSL Beaut for a while now, and I really wanted to get more involved, more creative," Ms.
Kravitz said in a statement.

"This collection is for anyone who wants to be playful; anyone who wants to express themselves," she said. "A
collection to amplify who you are."

Personal products
Ms. Kravitz's collection for YSL Beauty includes three red and three nude lipsticks, which come in satin, matte or
shimmer formulas.

A classic red is named Wolf after Ms. Kravitz's brother, since red is his favorite color. The two other reds are named
after Ms. Kravitz's mom Lisa Bonet, who sometimes goes by the nickname "Lale," and Scout, the actress' dog.

Ms. Kravitz's grandmother Arlene inspired a rosy nude, while her godmothers Maris and Cree Summer, or "Honey,"
led to other nude-toned shades.

The packaging makes a nod to one of Ms. Kravitz's favorite Saint Laurent handbags, with a black-on-black YSL logo.
The tubes are also sparkly, a reference to the bottle for YSL's Black Opium, for which Ms. Kravitz has been the face
(see story).

Zo Kravitz's YSL Beauty line

YSL Beauty's latest launch plays into the growing trend of naming beauty products after people.
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Following the example of named handbag collections, beauty marketers have been looking inward when naming
cosmetics to script narratives that are reflective of their brands and can be applied to a consumer's own life.

Given the aspirational nature of cosmetics naming a lipstick, for example, after an influential friend, muse or lover
of a brand founder personalizes the product in a deeper way than a stock color. Although Herms' Birkin and Gucci's
Kelly handbags were named after iconic women, their names cannot be readily applied to a variety of consumer to
the same degree as a wide range collection (see story).
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